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Total Application Security

Premium

Integrated Web Application Security
Solution To Detect, Protect & Monitor

Product Overview

Indusface Total Application Security Premium
simplifies security by providing web application
scanning and web application firewall with
continuous expert monitoring of traffic and
rule violations. It helps businesses avoid
hiring separate web application security team
by providing regular updates and detailed,
actionable reports for taking better security
decisions.
Indusface Web Application Scanning Premium detects OWASP Top
10 and WASC vulnerabilities along with complex business logic
flaws. It also includes Indusface Web Application Firewall to mitigate
vulnerabilities and complex application DDoS attacks.
Available as a fully-managed service, Indusface Total Application
Security Premium allows 24 × 7 monitoring and support to analyze
and block attacks while maintaining zero false positives.

Unique Features
Continuous detection, protection, and
monitoring
Enhanced application DDoS mitigation
Real-time Incident monitoring,
response and reporting
Zero false positives

Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
Pay as you go model

Compliance Support
PCI DSS 6.6

We appreciate the quality of
Indusface WAF and related
services delivered to us and
would recommend that Indusface can be entrusted with
similar job for any prospective
customer without hesitation
Kinshuk De,
Business Operations, Enterprise
Security Risk Management,
TCS
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FEATURES
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Continuous Web Application Scanning

Continuous Application
Protection

Daily or on-demand web application scanning identifies OWASP
top 10 risks

Continuous breach prevention
against OWASP Top 10 and WASC
TC v2.0

Continuous WAF Rule
Modulation to ensure
Zero False Positive

Found vulnerabilities are reported
through the informative dashboard

Block bot attacks

Business Logic Vulnerability Detection

Enhanced Application
Protection

Extensive auditing for application
specific business logical vulnerabilities

Custom rules by experts for complex attacks

Validated and manually tested by
certified security experts

Malware Monitoring
Detection of malware, worms, and
other application infections
Constant notifications and alerts
to the website owners and operators

Ensure that legitimate users are
never blocked by the web application firewall

IP reputation and geolocation
based protection

Protection against business logic
vulnerabilities, unauthorized user
behavior

Application DDoS
Mitigation
Block bots specifically designed
for application DDoS attacks
Prevent clickjacking script injections
Mitigate HTTP connection abuse

Blacklisting & Defacement Protection
Indusface WAS Premium helps
keep website off the blacklisting
databases
It also helps prevent unwanted
changes to deface pages

Continuous monitoring to validate
efficiency of custom rules

Real-time Incident
Monitoring,Response and
Reporting
Instant reporting and mitigation
support for all types of application
exploitation incidences
24 × 7 email and call support for
configuration and tuning

Analyze & Block Enhanced Application DDoS
Attacks
Detailed inspection of application
traffic to analyze and block app
DDoS
Prevention of bandwidth theft,
server misutilization and Slowloris

PCI 6.6 Compliance
Comply with PCI DSS requirement
6.6
Ensure cardholder’s safety on the
website

Proof-of-Exploitation
Receive up to five expert-validated
demonstrations of how hackers
can exploit vulnerabilities
Get better understanding of your
security weaknesses

Summary Dashboard

Indusface is an award-winning SaaS-based total application security company with more than 900 enterprise customers
spread across 18 countries who trust us with their web and mobile application security.
www.indusface.com | sales@indusface.com | support@indusface.com
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